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How Boards Strategise:
A Strategy as Practice View
Kevin P. Hendry, Geoffrey C. Kiel and Gavin Nicholson

While board involvement in strategy is seen as increasingly important, our understanding
of how boards fulfil this role is limited. This article draws on indepth qualitative research
with directors and senior managers to develop a Strategy as Practice view on how boards
‘‘do’’ strategy. Two different but complementary strategising practices e Procedural
Strategising and Interactive Strategising e are identified and elaborated in terms of their
underlying micro-activities. The internal boardroom factors that affect the relative
emphasis on these strategising practices e the strategic stance of the board, board power
and the perceived legitimacy of each practice e are also identified and discussed. These
findings are then integrated into a typology of board strategising. A key implication of this
paper is that boards need to consciously choose the nature and extent of their
involvement in strategy.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The aspiration of every board we have worked with is to spend more time on strategy1
Global research in recent years has clearly established that directors are devoting more time to
strategy and that many see this as an increasingly important role for boards.2 Two factors are driving this trend. First, there is an implicit assumption in the literature that board involvement in
strategy leads to more effective organisational performance. Second, there is a significant concern,
especially from a practitioner perspective, that corporate governance reforms are forcing boards to
focus ever-increasing attention on compliance, often at the expense of strategy. The net effect is that
many directors are worried that their boards are underemphasising their role in driving better company performance.3
In spite of this clear support for greater strategic involvement, many boards struggle with how to
put this aim into practice. While there is extensive literature on the strategy role of boards, our understanding of how boards address this role is limited, particularly the behavioural aspects of boards
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working with management on strategy. To quote a recent review article: ‘‘..there is little theoretical and empirical agreement regarding the question of how boards of directors contribute to
strategy’’.4 With this gap in the literature in mind, two key questions underpin this paper. First,
what does strategic involvement on the part of boards mean in terms of board behaviour? Alternatively, how do boards strategise? Second, how is this strategising behaviour affected by contextual
factors within the organisation, especially within the board-management interface?
In addressing these questions, we take a micro-perspective on board strategising, drawing on an
indepth qualitative analysis of directors’ and senior managers’ behaviour in a small number of selected cases. In particular, we use the Strategy as Practice perspective to identify and explore this
strategising behaviour. This perspective is of particular value to our research questions in that it
views strategy as a context-dependent, socially-accomplished activity constructed through the
actions and interactions of multiple actors or groups within organisations.
This research makes two important contributions to knowledge. First, it develops a strategising
framework and language that advances our understanding of board involvement in strategy beyond
current concepts such as the passive-active continuum and shaping versus formulating approaches.
Second, the research represents the initial steps in developing a new, behavioural theory of board
strategising. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we review the literature on
board involvement in strategy and outline the problems associated with current perspectives on the
board’s strategy role, especially the concepts of a passive-active continuum of involvement and of
boards shaping versus formulating strategy. Next, we outline the Strategy as Practice perspective
and discuss its application to research into the board’s strategy role. We go on to briefly discuss
our research methodology and then present our detailed findings in the Results section, focusing
on the strategising practices used by boards and the internal contextual factors associated with these
practices. We link context with practice by developing specific propositions and outlining a typology
of board strategising. The penultimate section discusses the significance of our findings along with
the implications for practice and for further research. The final section summarises the paper.

Literature review
Empirical studies into the board’s strategy role have largely followed the broader corporate governance research agenda, focusing mainly on structural aspects of governance, especially board
composition. For example, numerous scholars have followed the ‘‘input-output’’ approach
and investigated the link between board demography and measures of strategic positioning or
strategic outcomes such as innovation, diversification and internationalisation. Others have attempted to correlate board demographic measures and board interlocks with strategy processes
such as strategic change or decisionmaking. These studies assume antecedent strategic activity on
the part of boards based on demographic variables or observed outcomes but do not describe or
measure this activity. In other words, their focus is on proxies for board involvement in strategy
rather than on actual board behaviour. The result is that our understanding of how boards address their role in strategy, especially how they work together with management on strategy, is
limited.5
However, there is a small but growing body of research into the behavioural dynamics of boards
of directors. This research has proposed two schools of thought to explain how boards address their
strategy role. The first draws on the broad notion of a passive-active continuum of board engagement in the company and applies it specifically to the strategy role. The passive view assumes that
the board’s only contribution to strategy is to satisfy the requirements of company law by ratifying
management’s strategic proposals and evaluating execution based on the performance analyses provided by management. The active view assumes that board and management formulate strategy in
a partnership approach, management then implements this strategy and both groups evaluate the
outcomes. This school of thought holds that a board’s place along this passive-active continuum
depends on contextual factors such as the company’s internal and external environments, board
capabilities and board preferences.6
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We propose three reasons why this notion of a passive-active continuum is an oversimplification.
First, while the passive and active labels represent the extremes of a one-dimensional scale of board
engagement in strategy, there is an argument that the two modes actually coexist. For example, Carter
and Lorsch, in their book, ‘‘Back to the Drawing Board: Redesigning Corporate Boards for a Complex
World’’, argue that ‘‘A board cannot be a pilot (active) without also being a watchdog (passive). even
the most deeply committed watchdog board will find it difficult simply to observe and react. It must be
actively involved in certain decisions.’’. Second, the passive-active continuum assumes that strategic
decisionmaking follows a sequential pattern. However, strategic decisions often evolve through complex, non-linear and fragmented processes with, as argued by McNulty and Pettigrew, ‘‘phases of identification, development and selection not necessarily following one another in any simple manner’’.
Hence, a board could actively contribute to strategy through an iterative process of influence over
management in which it guides strategic thinking and decisionmaking but this does not necessarily
mean that it actually participated in the formulation stages in the first place. Third, while the notion
of a passive-active continuum may be useful in describing a board’s ‘‘frame of mind’’, it does little to
describe how practising directors are actually involved in strategy. In particular, the notion of a board
being active in strategy does not differentiate the board’s activities from management’s activities.

The notion of a board being active in strategy does not differentiate the
board’s activities from management’s activities
The second school of thought attempts to clarify the ‘‘active’’ end of the continuum by distinguishing between boards shaping strategy versus formulating strategy. Debate over which of these
two approaches boards should follow has featured in the practitioner literature since 1981. Conceptually, shaping sits towards the active end of the continuum but it involves a less hands-on
approach than formulating strategy in partnership with management. However, there is considerable disagreement over the activities that comprise boards shaping strategy. The problem is that
shaping is an abstraction that has been characterised in different ways in empirical studies. Some
scholars describe it as a top-down and bottom-up process of influence, early in decision making,
in which the board guides the strategic thinking of management in developing strategic proposals.
Key activities within this process involve formal and informal dialogue between executive and nonexecutive directors, self-regulation of proposals by management and the board as a whole setting
parameters for the process and content of strategy that management subsequently follows. In
this school of thought, boards rarely initiate the substantive content of strategy. However, other
scholars see boards shaping strategy as a more intensive and extensive, hands-on set of activities
that encompass the board generating and elaborating strategic alternatives, developing senior management talent and selecting directors.7
Both schools of thought recognise that board involvement in strategy is context-dependent and
suggest that a wide range of complex and interrelated factors from the company’s external and internal environments are important. Examples of external factors include societal expectations, governance codes, industry turbulence, industry norms and regulatory changes. Examples of internal
factors include board power relative to management, board capabilities and preferences, board
size, board processes, mission (for-profit versus not-for profit), ownership (publicly-listed versus
private), business complexity, company size and life cycle and company performance history. However, research in this area does not provide consistent or systematic insights into the impact of these
factors on board involvement in strategy. This research lacks an overall framework or lens through
which this relationship may be considered, possibly because of the multiple theoretical perspectives
involved as well as the inherent overlap between many of the factors.8 In particular, the literature
provides little guidance as to which approach, passive or active, shaping or formulating, is appropriate under which contingent conditions.
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We argue that, to understand board involvement in strategy better, research needs to move
beyond proxies for board involvement in strategy and beyond concepts such as the passive-active
continuum and shaping versus formulation. More specifically, the research agenda needs to focus
on behaviour, framing board involvement in strategy in terms of the specific board level activities
involved. Consistent with this focus on behaviour, the research agenda also needs to focus on the
micro-level context of the board-management interface. With these points in mind, we take a Strategy as Practice approach in this paper to explore board involvement in strategy.
Strategy as practice
The Strategy as Practice perspective is concerned with how people strategise, that is, how they manage strategy. This perspective views strategy as a situated or context-dependent, socially-accomplished activity directed towards the achievement of strategic goals and constructed through the
actions and interactions of multiple actors or groups distributed throughout an organisation. In
other words, strategy is something that people in organisations ‘‘do’’ rather than something that
organisations have or a position that they occupy (such as being the low-cost producer in a market).
The unit of analysis in the Strategy as Practice perspective is ‘‘strategising practices’’, the flow of
activities carried out by individuals or groups within traditional organisational processes such as
strategic planning, decisionmaking, resource allocation and strategic change. Strategy as Practice
is also concerned with the skills and resources that organisational actors bring to these microactivities and with the manner in which context affects these micro-activities.9

Strategy is something that people in organisations ‘‘do’’ rather than
something that organisations have
Jarzabkowski, focusing at the corporate strategy level, has used the Strategy as Practice perspective in describing two different but complementary strategising practices e Procedural and Interactive Strategising. Procedural Strategising relies on formal administrative activities or events such
as strategic plans, planning committees, planning cycles, trend analyses, budgets, forecasts, quarterly reviews and performance targets to influence the development and execution of strategy in
organisations. Procedural Strategising also relies on hierarchies and formalised roles and responsibilities in carrying out these administrative activities. Within this formalised approach, Procedural Strategising focuses strongly on a set of diagnostic controls (performance indicators,
sanctions and rewards) to monitor strategic outcomes and aid in correcting deviations from
expectations.
A preference for Procedural Strategising is associated with collective agreement on the legitimacy
of this practice by the organisational actors involved, such that it is perceived as a credible and relevant approach to strategising. Jarzabkowski describes this legitimacy as ‘‘structural’’, a term that
reflects its formal, administrative and hierarchical origins. She argues that Procedural Strategising
confers structural legitimacy on collectively-chosen strategy, the effect of which is to embed this
strategy within the organisation’s routine activities and hierarchy and to enable its persistence without active managerial attention. In this way, Procedural Strategising may be thought of as a form of
‘‘strategising auto-pilot’’ that is well recognised and accepted by those involved and that provides
administrative controls over strategy without significant top management intervention.
Procedural Strategising serves primarily to maintain existing strategies, particularly those with
a long organisational history. It is also important in embedding new strategies, enabling them to
gain a ‘‘foothold’’ within the organisation. Once established, however, Procedural Strategising
may tend towards inertia. In this situation, the focus of strategising becomes the administrative
activities themselves rather than the strategic goals or direction of the organisation. For example,
resource allocation decisions are often not linked to strategy but rather are based on historical patterns or on projects or functions whose value is ‘‘taken for granted’’.
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Interactive Strategising involves direct, face-to-face interaction between senior management and
other organisational actors in order to influence the development and execution of strategy in
organisations. Interactive Strategising is an interpretative practice, one that enables top managers
to argue for their own interpretations of strategy as well as to negotiate these interpretations
with others in the organisation. A key characteristic of Interactive Strategising is that it relies on
ongoing social exchanges in which individuals or groups communicate, persuade and negotiate;
continuously building shared frameworks of meaning about strategy in order to influence each
other’s behaviour.
A preference for Interactive Strategising is also associated with collective agreement on the legitimacy of this practice by the organisational actors involved. Jarzabkowski describes this form of
legitimacy as ‘‘interpretative’’, a term that reflects the shared frameworks of meaning about strategy
delivered by this practice. She argues that Interactive Strategising confers interpretative legitimacy
on to collectively chosen strategy such that individuals or groups ‘‘align their own actions to the
strategy’’ (p. 99). In this way, Interactive Strategising may be thought of as a form of normative
control ‘‘in which others fashion their actions according to those meanings that are dominant
within a community’’ (p. 92).
Interactive Strategising serves primarily to introduce new strategies, giving them credibility
within the organisation and counteracting resistance to change by promoting a collective view
on the benefits of these new strategies to the organisation. In the same way, Interactive Strategising
is also useful in reinterpreting existing strategies whose contribution to strategic goals has become
doubtful, especially those that have a long history in the organisation and that have become entrenched in its administrative activities. However, a key problem with Interactive Strategising is
that shared frameworks of meaning are not durable. Each interaction generates a response that
then leads to another response. In this way, each interaction has the capacity for renegotiating
meaning. Hence, Interactive Strategising needs to be seen not as an episodic incident but as a series
of nested incidents, each of which has the potential to continuously construct and reconstruct
shared meaning. As a result, Interactive Strategising requires ongoing commitment on the part
of management at all levels, especially top management.
While Procedural and Interactive Strategising influence strategy in different ways, they are not
mutually exclusive. Jarzabkowski argues that the two forms of strategising are complementary in
that the strengths of one counterbalance the weaknesses of the other. For example, Interactive Strategising serves to introduce new strategies or reinterpret existing strategies while Procedural Strategising
serves to embed and maintain these strategies once introduced. In addition, Interactive Strategising
often relies on the administrative activities of Procedural Strategising for widespread communication
throughout an organisation. Jarzabkowski also argues that the relative emphasis on the two practices
changes in line with the context, especially the need to maintain or change strategic direction.
Applying this Strategy as Practice perspective to our research questions, we define board-level
strategising as the situated, socially accomplished flow of activities that characterises how boards
manage strategy, how boards ‘‘do’’ strategy. We argue that this practice perspective, with its emphasis on people and groups ‘‘doing’’ strategy, and more specifically, the constructs of Procedural and
Interactive Strategising, provides a potentially valuable frame of reference for research into how
boards ‘‘do’’ strategy. The likely benefits include:
(1) a direct focus on the actors and micro-activities involved in board-management collaboration
on strategy;
(2) a two dimensional, behavioural framework e Procedural and Interactive Strategising e to
characterise board level strategising practices; and
(3) a framework that facilitates improved insight into how the internal context of the boardmanagement interface affects board level strategising activities.
In the following section, we outline our methodology in applying this Strategy as Practice
perspective to board-level strategising.
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Research methodology
This research draws on the corporate level strategising practices identified by Jarzabkowski and
searches for the board level application of these Procedural and Interactive practices through qualitative inquiry. The rich insights afforded by this methodology are especially suited to understanding the behaviour that characterises board strategising and the internal contextual conditions that
impact on this behaviour. The following paragraphs summarise our methodology. Further details
are in the Appendix.
The unit of analysis encompassed all instances of board-management strategic engagement
(board meetings, strategy workshops, ad hoc director-manager discussions to name just a few examples). Given its dominant position in Strategy as Practice research, the interview method was the
chosen form of data collection. The research proceeded in two phases. In Phase I, the sample involved six cases, each of which competed in a stable and mature market and had been operating
for more than five years (summarised in the Appendix). Informants were encouraged to discuss
their current approach to strategising and, where relevant, were encouraged to discuss prior
approaches over the past one to two years. We recognised that this methodology suffered from
potential weaknesses such as informants who had recall problems or who provided normative
rather than descriptive answers. Therefore, we sought to minimise any associated reliability issues
by interviewing, in-depth, all directors (32 in total) and all senior managers (another 15) who routinely engaged with the board on strategy. We also recognised that differences in perceptions of
strategic involvement could exist between directors and managers. With this in mind, we supplemented the cases in Phase I with another 17 management-level interviews from 15 different organisations in Phase II (15 CEOs and two senior managers). We used a semi-structured but consistent
line of questioning in each interview (64 in total). A summary of the interviews conducted by position, by sector and by organisation size is in the Appendix. A unitary board was in place in all
instances.
All interviews were transcribed and then verified by the respondents. Data analysis was based on
the Grounded Theory Method. However, rather than a purely inductive approach, we used the descriptions of Procedural and Interactive Strategising developed by Jarzabkowski as ‘‘sensitising concepts’’, as a conceptual framework to guide initial data coding.
Where reference is made to specific cases in the following Results section, fictitious names are
used to preserve confidentiality.

Results
In the following we describe the application of Procedural and Interactive Strategising by boards,
providing specific examples and direct quotes wherever appropriate. Table 1 summarises the micro-activities involved in these strategising practices.
Table 1. Procedural and interactive strategising at board level

Key Characteristics
Tone
Flow of Information

Procedural Strategising

Interactive Strategising

Administrative, hierarchical
Bottom-up, from management
to board
Key Activities
Review, approve and monitor
management’s strategy
Board’s Influence Mechanisms Formal selection procedures/tools
(plans, budgets) and diagnostic
controls (financial performance
indicators)

38

Interpretative, reciprocal
Simultaneous top-down and bottom-up
Continuously build shared frameworks
of meaning with management about strategy
Face-to-face, formal and informal social
exchange (open communication, persuasion
and negotiation) and normative controls
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Procedural strategising
There was clear support from the interviews to indicate that boards engage in a form of Procedural
Strategising similar in concept to Jarzabkowski’s Procedural Strategising but tailored to a governance environment rather than corporate management.
Procedural Strategising involved an administrative, formalised and hierarchical focus that is summarised in Table 1. A key theme in this strategising practice was formal review and approval of
management’s strategic proposals. This involved the board considering finished proposals prepared
by management into which it had provided limited, if any, developmental input. The information
flow was primarily bottom-up and the board functioned as a selection and control body, responding to management’s interpretation of strategy.
‘‘Every board I’ve been on, the basic function has been a board of review, not to develop strategy.
This comes from the CEO.’’ (Director)
‘‘It is management’s role to give the board what they e management e think should be the strategy.
The board should consider, comment, enhance and then let management get on with the job.’’
(CEO)
‘‘[Organisation name] growth is attributed to the CEO. The board is not completely asleep. It has
supported the CEO but it does not drive initiatives. I cannot think of anything the board has done
proactively.’’ (Director)
‘‘Strategic thinking is driven by management, not by the board.’’ (CEO)
This review and approval activity was generally embedded in a formal and clearly defined planning cycle linked to the annual board calendar. Board involvement in strategy was generally limited
in scope and restricted to episodic events. While strategy workshops were sometimes held, these
were infrequent (usually annual at best) and involved limited two-way communication between
board and management.
‘‘I would like to see a bit more director input into the [annual] strategic planning weekends..
management just seems to be presenting lots of ideas but I would like to see the board initiating
their own ideas for a change.. One and a half days is spent with management giving ideas to
the board but there is not much coming back the other way.’’ (Manager)
‘‘There are no pre-strategy meetings - the [annual] strategic planning meetings address what has
already been developed [by the CEO and external consultants] rather than put ideas for
discussion on to the table.’’ (Director)
Procedural Strategising involved boards influencing strategy through formalised ‘‘sign-off’’
procedures relative to strategic plans, budgets and operating plans. For example, one CEO
described his organisation’s annual strategy process in terms of four stages. In stage one, senior
managers developed strategy in consultation with a small sub-committee of the board (four
directors). In stage two, the sub-committee presented its strategy to the full board to be
‘‘checked’’ and in stage three, management elaborated this strategy into a five-year plan which
then went back to the full board for final approval. In stage four, management prepared an annual budget and operating plan. These stages were tightly controlled by management with board
input limited to a brief review at the end of stage two and final sign-off at the end of stage three.
In the CEO’s words:
‘‘Management use tight agendas to drive governance in general and strategy in particular. There is
not a lot of strategic engagement with management from directors.’’
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The primary mechanism through which boards influenced strategy in Procedural Strategising
involved the use of diagnostic controls focused on short-term financial outcomes rather than strategic
activities.
‘‘Financials are routinely reported to the board but not strategic developments. Operational data is
routinely reported but the focus is on comparison to annual budget.’’ (CEO)
‘‘...the board does not monitor the progress of strategy. The strategic plan has not been discussed at
board meetings for a year.. .the board relies on financial reporting only.’’ (Director)
In addition, Procedural Strategising was sometimes associated with limited board understanding
of key strategic issues.
‘‘I think they [other directors] don’t really understand the strategic drivers, the critical success
factors.also they don’t understand the competitors and customers well enough.’’ (Director)
‘‘On a scale of one to 10, the board’s understanding of the industry is about four. They understand
the basic principles, but beyond that some of them struggle.’’ (CEO)
Interactive strategising
There was also clear support in the interviews to indicate that boards engage in a form of Interactive
Strategising similar in concept to Jarzabkowski’s Interactive Strategising but adapted by boards to
a governance environment.
Interactive Strategising involved an interpretative and reciprocal focus that is summarised in
Table 1. A key theme in this strategising practice was face-to-face collaboration between directors
and management. This involved directors and senior managers relying on ongoing social exchanges
in which each group argued for its own interpretations of strategy before reaching collective agreement based on these interpretations. During these social exchanges, individual actors and groups
emphasised open and direct communication, persuasion and negotiation in continuously building
shared frameworks of meaning about strategy. The information flow was simultaneously top-down
and bottom-up and, as such, the exercise of influence was reciprocal.
‘‘We have very switched on management who are very good at identifying opportunities. But the
directors are not shy in pushing their own ideas either. They will argue strongly about
opportunities that they think management might be missing.’’ (Director)
‘‘The strategic planning process works well. It’s very wide, it involves board and management in
a healthy, robust process of developing ideas and direction. it’s a genuinely consultative
process.’’ (Director)
‘‘Board involvement in strategy is quite good..Management let it all hang out. They don’t try to
bottle up particular things or to control information. They put their thinking on the line.’’
(Director)
‘‘The interface between board and management is outstanding. There is a culture of disclosure from
management who use the board very well.’’ (Director)
In Interactive Strategising, the social exchanges between board and management operated on an
ongoing basis and involved formal board meetings and strategy workshops as well as informal, sometimes ad hoc, strategy discussions between directors and management. In contrast to Procedural
Strategising, the level of board involvement was extensive.
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‘‘Board have ready access to staff.’’ (CEO)
‘‘The board is heavily involved in strategy. .Ideas are always crossing the table and they’re then
followed up very well by both board and management.’’ (Director)
‘‘Board-management strategy workshops have been held in the past on an as needed basis. For
example, there have been several full day meetings on two licensing deals..The board has lots of
informal discussions on strategy and on business progress. The latter involves some discussion on
tactical matters but not a huge amount.. Informal directors’ meetings do not focus on historical
results other than occasional comments. Mostly the focus is on trends going forward.’’ (CEO)
While Procedural Strategising emphasised the use of diagnostic controls in monitoring shortterm financial results as the board’s primary focus, Interactive Strategising emphasised the use of
normative controls in monitoring longer-term strategic activities as the primary focus. In other
words, by building shared frameworks of meaning about strategy, board and management established common norms and beliefs that provided an ongoing guide to subsequent strategic actions.
‘‘The board needs to own the vision, to make sure they’ve signed off on the path forward.
[organization name] board is visionary. It gets closely involved with management in creating
a vision that is 30 to 40 years out and that sets a standard in a wide range of areas.. The
staff and directors see themselves as custodians and are passionate about what they do. They
take pride in [organization name]. The product is the driver of the passion.’’ (CEO)
While Procedural Strategising was sometimes characterised by limited board understanding of
key strategic issues, Interactive Strategising was marked by boards that have a strong grasp of
the particular industry and of the organisation itself.
‘‘Board is getting its mind around changes in the industry and getting more into strategy as
a result.’’ (CEO)
‘‘Board composition is very good. Directors are more than just your run of the mill [industry
background name]. All have very good business skills, not just [industry name]-related skills.’’ (CEO)
‘‘The chair has a strong understanding of the business fundamentals at [organization name] but not
at a technical level. The other directors have a moderate understanding of the business and participate
routinely in strategic discussions. However, the directors do field visits around the world.’’ (CEO)

In summarising the micro-activities involved, Table 1 provides a more granular perspective on
board level strategising than the ‘‘active’’ or ‘‘shaping’’ views previously discussed. It also indicates
that Procedural and Interactive Strategising influence strategy in very different ways. At first glance
there may be a temptation to equate Procedural Strategising with the passive school of thought on
board involvement in strategy and Interactive Strategising with the active school. However, such
a view misses the important insights these practice constructs bring to board strategising. For example, our findings suggest that, in spite of their differences, Procedural and Interactive Strategising are not mutually exclusive practices. There were numerous examples in our interviews where
boards combined varying levels of emphasis on the micro-activities associated with each practice
simultaneously. This finding is significant in that it suggests a more complex, two-dimensional
view of board strategising than that offered by the concept of a passive-active continuum, supporting our earlier argument that this concept is an over-simplification. Our findings also indicate that
Procedural and Interactive Strategising are flexible practices. Boards change their relative emphasis
on each in line with changes in context. This is significant in that it provides a more
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comprehensive framework for understanding the impact of internal context on board level strategising than that offered in the literature to date. We expand on these points of significance in the
following section.

By building shared frameworks of meaning about strategy, board and
management established common norms and beliefs
Procedural and interactive strategising - different but complementary,
context-dependent practices
Our findings suggest that Procedural and Interactive Strategising are different but complementary practices that are dependent on the context of the particular board-management interface.
Some boards emphasised both practices equally and simultaneously such that the interpretative
focus inherent in Interactive Strategising was embedded within the administrative activities of
Procedural Strategising. The effect was to ensure that board and management engaged in faceto-face strategic collaboration as a matter of routine, constructing and reconstructing strategy
on an ongoing basis within a framework of procedural disciplines such as planning cycles, strategy workshops and board meetings. The following comment from one of our interviews demonstrates this point.
‘‘Strategy is initiated by the operational staff. They establish the business plan and then bring
directors into it.. At [organisation name], board meetings are used as a primary mechanism to
let directors see what’s happening. Every four months, there is a board-management strategy
review to ensure the direction is right.. At these strategy review meetings, management set up
a framework or homework for discussion and provide discussion papers for the board. The CEO
then takes them through what strategy ‘could be’ and gets their approval so that this strategy
goes from ‘could be’ to ‘will be’.’’ (CEO)
Another CEO described how his board contributed both interactively and procedurally to strategy through ‘‘chunks of stewardship’’ in which each director worked with particular groups within
management to continuously develop and review specific strategies within a framework guided by
the board calendar and the organisational planning cycle.
In one case, Wholesome Foods, the board engaged in an equal and simultaneous focus on both
Procedural and Interactive Strategising. Strategy discussions were a key part of each monthly board
meeting and the board calendar included two board-management strategy workshops a year. Topics
for discussion were identified through board-management dialogue, often at board meetings and
sometimes informally between meetings through ad hoc director-manager discussions. Ideas
came from both directors and managers; these ideas were then elaborated by management as workshop inputs.
‘‘We spend the first hour of each board meeting on a mini-planning session, on big picture strategy
issues, on reviewing progress on strategy.’’ (Director)
‘‘Strategy days are very important. Topics come out of free-ranging board meeting discussions.
They’re earmarked then for subsequent discussion at strategy days.’’ (Director)
‘‘The board plays a huge role in strategy. Our main role is to set direction with management and
ensure that management carry this out.. Management put up ideas for discussion, we get outside
experts in to get this discussion right out of the square, to discuss what we do and check on why we
do things, to challenge the status quo.’’ (Director)
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In other cases, the research demonstrated that boards moved between a dominant focus on either
Procedural or Interactive Strategising. Analysis of the interviews suggests that three interrelated
factors affect the relative emphasis between these two strategising practices:
(1) the strategic stance of the board;
(2) board power relative to management; and
(3) the perceived legitimacy of each practice on the part of the organisational actors involved
(see Figure 1).
We briefly explain each of these contingency factors and their impact on board strategising practices in the following paragraphs.
Strategic stance refers to the board’s opinion on the organisation’s current strategic direction.
More specifically, it refers to the board’s position on the need for strategic change. While we conceive of strategic stance as a micro-level construct unique to a particular board-management situation, it is likely to be a function of prior company performance, directors’ experience and broad
internal and external environment changes.10 Westphal and Bednar argue that boards provide
a strong stimulus for a change in strategic direction by expressing their concerns over current
strategy to management. Conversely, they argue that the failure of boards to express concerns
over strategy leads to strategic persistence, a situation in which the current strategy is maintained.11
Our research supports these arguments. Where the board does not express concerns over current
strategy, Procedural Strategising is the preferred practice. The formal and administrative nature of
Procedural Strategising, and especially the limited involvement it requires from the board, generally
means that this is the most efficient mechanism for maintaining existing strategies, particularly those
with a long organisational history. Conversely, in situations where the board expresses concerns over
current strategy, Interactive Strategising is the preferred practice. Its emphasis on social exchanges
and ongoing construction and reconstruction of shared frameworks of meaning about strategy
mean that Interactive Strategising is an ideal mechanism to deal with the complexities inherent in
changing strategic direction. This analysis may be summarised in terms of the following propositions:
Proposition 1a. When the strategic stance of the board favours maintaining the current strategy,
Procedural Strategising will be the preferred practice.
Proposition 1b. When the strategic stance of the board favours a change in strategy, Interactive
Strategising will be the preferred practice.
The second factor that affects the relative emphasis between Procedural and Interactive Strategising at board level is board power. Board power is defined as the board’s ability to produce intended
effects in line with its perceived interests, especially its ability to overcome management resistance
in achieving its aims. Power is a relative concept and, in the case of boards, power is generally
Strategic
Stance

Board
Power

Practice
Legitimacy

Procedural
Strategising

Interactive
Strategising

Collectively-agreed strategic activity

Figure 1. Internal factors affecting the relative emphasis between Procedural and Interactive Strategising
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framed relative to the CEO and other senior managers. More specifically, board power is often
framed as that of non-executive directors versus executive directors. While the board is legally
the more powerful entity, power imbalances between boards and management often exist in practice and reflect the dynamic interplay between a wide range of factors such as company performance, the history, structure and culture of the board itself, board access to information and
people both within and outside the company and the shareholding status, background, knowledge,
skills and personal networks of the directors. While a more indepth discussion of board power is
beyond the scope of this article, the important point is that limited board involvement in strategy
has frequently been attributed to powerful CEOs exercising a constraining effect over boards.12
Conversely, collaboration between boards and management on strategy has been associated with
social ties between the two groups, a situation that is likely to be characterised by mutual trust
and a reciprocal distribution of power.13

Limited board involvement in strategy has frequently been attributed
to powerful CEOs exercising a constraining effect
Analysis of the interviews indicates that a preference for Procedural Strategising often reflects an
imbalance of power between board and management. In this situation, directors and managers recognise that their relationship is not an equal partnership relative to strategy. The more powerful
group drives strategy while the less powerful group is placed in a reactive role. In other words,
the latter responds to the former’s interpretation of strategy. Ensuring that the interface between
the groups is formal, limited and episodic helps the more powerful group to control the nature
and extent of the other group’s response. When board power is low relative to management, Procedural Strategising as described in Table 1 is the preferred practice. When board power is high
relative to management, a reverse approach to Procedural Strategising is likely. In this situation,
the board develops the strategic direction in broad terms. Management is then expected to enhance
and elaborate this direction before translating it into execution.
Conversely, the extensive board involvement in strategy associated with Interactive Strategising
often reflects a reciprocal distribution of power between board and management. In this situation,
directors and managers clearly recognise that their relationship is complementary. This power sharing is consistent with Interactive Strategising’s reliance on face-to-face social exchanges as the major
conduit for information transfer. It is also consistent with directors and managers openly communicating, persuading and negotiating based on their own interpretations of strategy. This analysis
may be summarised in terms of the following propositions:
Proposition 2a. When there is a power imbalance between board and management, Procedural
Strategising will be the preferred practice.
Proposition 2b. When there is reciprocal distribution of power between board and management,
Interactive Strategising will be the preferred practice.
The third factor that affects the relative emphasis between Procedural and Interactive Strategising
at board level is the perceived legitimacy of each practice on the part of directors and management.
As discussed in the literature review, Jarzabkowski argues that Procedural or Interactive Strategising
at the corporate level is facilitated by structural or interpretative legitimacy respectively. These perceptions of legitimacy are affected by aspects of the company’s internal environment such as prior
performance, history and culture as well as by aspects of its external environment such as industry
and institutional norms or expectations.
Our research indicates that these constructs are relevant to board level strategising as well.
Directors who saw their role in strategy as reviewing and approving management’s proposals
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perceived the formal, administrative and hierarchical approach of Procedural Strategising as a legitimate (in a ‘‘structural’’ sense) mode of involvement on their part. Conversely, directors who saw
their role in strategy as continuously influencing its development and execution in close collaboration with management perceived the informal, social and reciprocal approach of Interactive Strategising as a legitimate (in an ‘‘interpretative’’ sense) mode of involvement on their part. These
perceptions of legitimacy stemmed from the directors’ strategising experiences both outside and inside the focal company.14
This analysis may be summarised in terms of the following propositions:
Proposition 3a. Strong perceptions of structural legitimacy on the part of directors and managers
will favour Procedural Strategising.
Proposition 3b. Strong perceptions of interpretative legitimacy on the part of directors and managers will favour Interactive Strategising.
While propositions 1, 2 and 3 cover the effect of each contextual aspect in isolation, it is important to recognise the complex and idiosyncratic effects that may arise from the interaction between
them. The impact of a change in one aspect will depend on the other two. For example, a change in
the strategic stance of a board could lead to a change in the relative emphasis between Procedural
and Interactive Strategising. This change could be enabled or constrained by board power relative to
management and by the perceived legitimacy of each practice on the part of the organisational actors involved. It is the overall effect of these contextual aspects that finally determines the preferred
practice. For example, in Better Way, the initial strategic stance of the board suggested a preference
for Interactive Strategising but legitimacy and power issues impeded this practice and eventually led
to a focus on Procedural Strategising instead. In Trade Advisors, the strategic stance of the board
coupled with board power enabled Interactive Strategising in spite of the legitimacy issues that
management initially had with this practice. Proposition 4 recognises this complexity:
Proposition 4. The relative emphasis between Procedural and Interactive Strategising will depend
on the interaction between three aspects of the board-management interface e the strategic stance
of the board, board power relative to management and the perceived legitimacy of each practice on
the part of the organisational actors involved.
In the following section, we develop a typology of board strategising that integrates the findings
discussed so far.
Strategising typology
The prior section suggests two important themes. First, Procedural Strategising and Interactive
Strategising are different but complementary practices used by boards in arriving at collectivelyagreed strategic activity. Second, boards exercise both practices simultaneously but vary their emphasis on one versus the other in line with changes in contextual conditions over time.
Building on these themes, we developed a typology of board strategising based on the way in
which boards in our six (Phase I) cases combined these two strategising practices. In developing
this typology, we classified Procedural Strategising and Interactive Strategising as high or low,
according to the frequency and intensity with which the activities within each practice were addressed. This led to four distinct, context dependent ‘‘types’’ of board strategising: (1) Minimalist
(pi) e low Procedural and low Interactive Strategising; (2) Oversight (Pi) e high Procedural and
low Interactive Strategising ; (3) Transformational (Ip) e high Interactive and low Procedural
Strategising; and (4) Continuous (IP) e high Interactive and high Procedural Strategising. This typology is presented graphically in Figure 2 and briefly described in the remainder of this section.
Table 2 describes the similarities between each of our cases and the typology. Three of the cases
were in an equilibrium phase at the time of our interviews and had been so for one to two years
previously. The other three cases had moved through several different strategising phases in the
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High
Transformational (Ip)
Close but episodic collaboration
with management:
Strategic stance favours
significant change
Power favours board
High interpretative legitimacy

Continuous (IP)
Close and ongoing collaboration with
management:
Strategic stance favours
continuous renewal
Power distribution reciprocal
High interpretative and structural
legitimacy

Interactive
Strategising

Context
Minimalist (pi)
No or little strategic involvement:
Strategic stance is neutral
Power favours management
Limited structural legitimacy

Oversight (Pi)
Review/approve/monitor
management’s strategy:
Strategic stance favours status quo
Power favours management
High structural legitimacy

Low
Low

High
Procedural Strategising

Figure 2. Board Strategising Typology

one to two years prior to the interviews. These cases illustrate the dynamic nature of board strategising e different approaches can exist in the one company but separated by time periods and contextual conditions.
Minimalist Strategising (pi) involves a combination of low Procedural and low Interactive
Strategising practices. As the name suggests, it represents minor strategic involvement on the
part of boards. In this type, the board’s strategic stance is neutral or favours the status quo. Neither
administrative strategising procedures nor face-to-face collaborative mechanisms aimed at generating shared frameworks of meaning about strategy are established to any meaningful degree at board
level. The strategising efforts that are in place have limited structural legitimacy at board and management level and relative power favours management.
Mountain Finance went through a period of disruption associated with the board’s replacement
of the organisation’s long-serving CEO. Initially, the board was an example of the Minimalist
Strategising type. Historically, the company did not have an agreed, let alone documented, strategy.
The board was largely ‘‘captured’’ by the prior CEO who ‘‘controlled information’’ and deliberately
kept directors ‘‘in the dark’’. Directors tacitly endorsed the existing strategic direction by approving
annual budgets and operating plans. Subsequently, pressure from the industry regulator for improved policies and procedures and board recognition of the need to check the power of the
new CEO led to an escalation in board emphasis on Procedural Strategising. While the new management team favoured an interpretative approach, the board used its increased power (after replacing the CEO) to shift to Oversight Strategising. The structural legitimacy associated with this
type was recognised by the board but not by management.
Oversight Strategising (Pi) involves a combination of high Procedural and low Interactive
Strategising practices. As the name suggests, it represents breadth rather than depth in terms of strategic involvement. In this type, the current strategy typically has a real or perceived history of success and the board’s strategic stance favours the status quo. The primary focus of the board is on
monitoring the execution of the agreed strategy and reacting to management’s strategic proposals
rather than collaborative strategy development. Any face-to-face strategic involvement is limited,
formal and episodic. Hence, these strategy monitoring activities have high structural legitimacy
but limited interpretative legitimacy. Oversight Strategising is generally accompanied by a power
imbalance between board and management.
The board of Coastal Money was an example of the Oversight Strategising category. The board’s
strategic involvement focused on an annual board-management workshop, held at the same time
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Table 2. Similarities between cases and the board strategising typology

Case

Strategising Phases

Contextual Conditions

Southern Jobs

Minimalist Phase

Strategic stance of the board was neutral. Structural legitimacy
was recognised by the non-executive directors and prevailed
over the interpretative preference of the executive directors.
Power imbalance favoured management.

Coastal Money

Oversight Phase

Strategic stance of the board favoured the status quo.
Structural legitimacy was strongly recognised by board and
management. Power imbalance strongly favoured management.

Wholesome Foods Continuous Phase

Strategic stance of the board favoured ongoing change.
Both structural and interpretative legitimacy were clearly recognised
by board and management. Power distribution was reciprocal.

Mountain Finance Minimalist Phase

Strategic stance of the board strongly favoured the status quo.
Management recognised structural legitimacy; the board’s position
was neutral. Power imbalance strongly favoured management.
Strategic stance of the board was still in favour of the status
quo. Structural legitimacy was recognised by the board but
not by the new management team who favoured an interpretative
approach. Power imbalance favoured the board.

Oversight Phase

Trade Advisors

Oversight Phase

Better Way

Transformational Phase Strategic stance of the board favoured a change in direction.
Interpretative legitimacy was initially recognised by the board
but could not be sustained due to conflict between the directors.
Power imbalance favoured the board.
Oversight Phase
Board was divided on the change in strategic direction. Conflict
between the directors eroded both interpretative legitimacy and
board power. Structural legitimacy was recognised by default.
Power imbalance favoured management.

Strategic stance of the board favoured the status quo. Structural
legitimacy was recognised by board and management. Power
imbalance favoured management.
Reverse Oversight Phase Strategic stance of the board favoured change. Board and
management disagreed over the legitimacy of the board’s
approach. Power imbalance favoured the board.
Transformational Phase Strategic stance of the board still favoured change. Interpretative
legitimacy of the board’s strategising efforts was recognised by
management. Power imbalance favoured the board.

each year and recognised internally as a ‘‘number crunching day’’. The major input was a formal strategic plan with a strong emphasis on financials. The board’s strategic contribution was to endorse the
plan, approve the related allocation of resources and monitor execution through financial indicators
only. The overall approach to strategising was strongly embedded in a set of formal operating procedures. In spite of individual reservations expressed by some directors, these strategising activities and
the agreed strategy had high structural legitimacy with the overall board. The CEO exercised power
through controlling the inputs to the workshops, limiting directors’ access to senior management
and generally controlling board-management deliberations. This power imbalance was exacerbated
by the directors’ limited knowledge and experience of the financial services industry.
The board of Better Way was another example of the Oversight Strategising category. In this case,
the board, driven largely by changes in the competitive environment, had unsuccessfully attempted
Transformational Strategising. However, there was bitter conflict between the directors (who were
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also major shareholders) over the proposed new strategic direction such that legitimacy for the
transformational effort could not be sustained. Their interim solution at the time of the interviews
was to engineer a ‘‘truce’’ whereby the current strategy was maintained and the directors minimised
their strategic involvement. In this way, Oversight Strategising became a compromise mechanism
rather than one aimed at maintaining a previously successful strategy.
Transformational Strategising (Ip) involves a combination of high Interactive and low Procedural Strategising practices. As the name suggests, this type involves board and management developing, in close collaboration, an entirely new strategic direction or substantive changes to current
strategies. The strategic stance of the board clearly favours change and the strategising activities involved have high interpretative legitimacy. Transformational Strategising is generally accompanied
by a power imbalance in favour of the board.
The board of Trade Advisors transitioned from Oversight to Transformational Strategising.
Changes in the company’s external environment, coupled with the appointment of a new chairman,
led the board to reconsider its strategic stance and push for a change in direction, one that did not have
the support of management. Drawing on the power associated with the support of the company’s major shareholders, the board used external consultants to develop a new strategic direction and coerced
management into a reverse approach to Procedural Strategising. However, disagreement from management over the legitimacy of this approach meant that little progress was made in reaching collectively-agreed strategies. Recognising this problem, the board subsequently changed its emphasis to
Interactive Strategising. However, it was only after a prolonged and intensive focus on this practice,
one characterised by considerable board-management conflict, that interpretative legitimacy was developed at both board and management level and collective agreement was reached on strategy. In
other words, the transition from Oversight to Transformational Strategising required the investment
of significant time and effort on the part of both board and management.
Continuous Strategising (IP) involves a combination of high Procedural and high Interactive
Strategising practices. This type involves board and management working together in close and
continuous collaboration to renew or adapt strategic direction and to monitor the implementation
of that direction closely. Continuous Strategising is characterised by board commitment to extensive and ongoing strategic involvement with management embedded within a formalised, administrative framework that facilitates this involvement. Power distribution is reciprocal. This
approach requires high structural and interpretative legitimacy.
Wholesome Foods was a good example of this type. The strategic stance of board and management recognised that strategy was an ongoing journey in which ‘‘[strategic] ideas [were] always
crossing the table’’. Strategy was routinely monitored and discussed at each board meeting and often between meetings. Ideas were raised both formally and informally and were fed into one of the
two board-management strategy workshops held each year. The culture of the organisation was
such that board-management strategic collaboration was recognised internally as a source of competitive advantage within the industry.

Discussion
In this paper we have drawn on the Strategy as Practice literature and argued that boards contribute
to strategy by exercising two different but complementary strategising practices e Procedural
Strategising and Interactive Strategising. We have also outlined the micro-activities that comprise
each of these practices and the internal contextual conditions that are associated with each. This
research makes two important contributions to knowledge.
First, in identifying and elaborating Procedural and Interactive Strategising at board level, it develops a strategising framework and language that advances the thinking underpinning current
schools of thought on board involvement in strategy by:
(1) developing two different but complementary strategising constructs;
(2) identifying the micro-activities that characterise each construct;
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(3) identifying the contextual conditions relevant to the board-management interface that enable
or constrain these constructs; and
(4) synthesising these constructs into a typology of board-level strategising.
More specifically, Minimalist Strategising corresponds to the passive mode while Transformational, Continuous and Oversight Strategising each represent different modes of active involvement.
Similarly, Transformational and Continuous Strategising each represent different modes of boards
shaping strategy. Hence, an understanding of the constructs of Procedural and Interactive Strategising provides a platform for boards and management to discuss, agree, enact and modify their
engagement in strategy in the context of their internal environment. It also provides a platform
for further research into how boards strategise.
The second contribution to knowledge of this research involves the development of new theory to
explain the board’s strategy role. This theory relies on the typology of board level strategising proposed
in the prior section and its linkages to three key internal conditions. The typological approach to theory building is subject to the criticism that it is largely a classification system that glosses over complex
organisational processes. However, the Strategy as Practice literature recognises that typologies constitute important building blocks in developing theory, provided that practices are examined across
a wide range of organisational settings, contextual factors or outcomes. We contend that:
(1) in drawing on the established Strategy as Practice literature to develop board level constructs
for Procedural and Interactive Strategising;
(2) in elaborating the micro-activities that characterise these constructs across a range of different
organisational settings; and
(3) in identifying the internal conditions relevant to the board-management interface that enable
or constrain Procedural and Interactive Strategising and that influence the relative emphasis
between them, we have gone well beyond a classification system for board level strategising.
We also contend that, considered together, these concepts have explanatory power that contributes towards new theory focused on a behavioural or practice view on the board’s strategy role.
The implications of this research for practice and for further research are outlined in the
following.
Implications for practice
While boards are legally responsible for strategy, there are no legal prescriptions as to how they
should fulfil this role. The onus is on each board to consciously choose the nature and extent
of its strategic involvement in light of its contextual conditions. Recognition of this point is critical. Extant perspectives, especially concepts such as the passive-active continuum and shaping versus formulating provide simplistic and inconsistent guidance on the ‘‘how’’ of board level
strategising. However, the Strategy as Practice view developed in this paper addresses this problem
and, in doing so, raises two important implications for practice.
First, boards need to adopt a contingency approach to their role in strategy. Our findings do not
suggest that a higher level of either Procedural or Interactive Strategising per se is important to this
role. Rather, our findings suggest that an understanding of these constructs as context dependent
and complementary strategising practices is important. This understanding, and hence the contingency approach, is informed by the typology that we have developed. While the ‘‘Minimalist’’ type
may struggle to meet legal expectations for the board’s strategy role, we have identified three strategising types that have the potential to meet these expectations. However, these types need to be
aligned with contextual conditions and achieving this alignment raises three challenges for boards.
First, collective agreement on strategic stance e on the need or otherwise for a change in strategic
direction e is critical. For example, in a situation where environmental shocks (either internal or external) require changes to a company’s business model, the ‘‘Transformational’’ type with its strong
emphasis on Interactive Strategising, on board and management together constructing and
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reconstructing strategy, may be appropriate, particularly during the transition to a new way of operating. In contrast, in a stable environment, one where the focus is on business as usual with an experienced and well-regarded management team, the ‘‘Oversight’’ type with its strong emphasis on
Procedural Strategising, on administrative and hierarchical efficiencies, may be appropriate. Finally,
the ‘‘Continuous’’ type may be best suited to situations where industry change is progressing at a moderate pace and directors (with strong experience) recognise the need to continuously renew the company’s business model. Alternatively, the ‘‘Continuous’’ type may be appropriate where management
teams seek or require stronger board direction, possibly because of their inexperience.15
Second, boards need to understand relative power between board and management. Powerful
CEOs can limit board involvement in strategy by controlling access to information and key people.
The ‘‘Transformational’’ or the ‘‘Continuous’’ types require reciprocal distribution of power between board and management. An imbalance of power has the potential, at best, to frustrate these
strategising types, and at worst, to make them dysfunctional.

Powerful CEOs can limit board involvement in strategy by controlling
access to information and key people
Third, boards need to understand the perceived legitimacy of each strategising type on the part of
individual directors and managers. Legitimacy issues cannot be ignored. As several of our cases
show, they have the potential to impede strategising progress and in combination with disagreements on strategic stance or power imbalances, can result in dysfunctional strategising.
The second key implication of the Strategy as Practice perspective developed in this paper is that,
in encouraging directors and senior managers to recognise and reflect on how they ‘‘do strategy’’
and on internal contextual conditions, it enables them to reconstruct their strategic activities in
light of these reflections. In short, it provides a way of discussing and changing the way in which
a board engages in strategy such that this engagement fits the organisation’s context better.
Four benefits could flow to practitioners from this reflexivity. The first involves an improved balance between the time and effort devoted to a board’s conformance and performance roles. Concerned with the onerous compliance requirements of many jurisdictions, directors are striving to
find the right balance between oversight and being a strategic resource to management. Recognition
and understanding of the board behaviour involved in Procedural and Interactive Strategising and
the importance of internal context to this behaviour may help to ensure that the governance focus
does not emphasise monitoring and control at the expense of strategic involvement.16
The second benefit involves improved clarity of responsibilities between board and management.
Driven by normative prescriptions regarding strategic involvement, some boards may become overzealous, interfering with management’s strategy responsibility to the extent that divisions are raised
between the two groups and the board’s ability to independently and objectively monitor strategy
execution is compromised. Recognition, understanding, debate and agreement on the context dependent behaviour involved by each group in Procedural and Interactive Strategising may help to
minimise these problems.
The third benefit involves insight into what comprises a ‘‘competent strategic director’’. Resource
dependence theory proposes that the collective competencies of directors, often referred to as board
human and social capital, are antecedents of their ability to contribute to governance in general and
strategy in particular.17 Reflection on the micro-activities and contextual factors associated with
Procedural and Interactive Strategising facilitates a better understanding of the required human
and social capital as antecedents and can actually shape its development going forward.18
Finally, reflection on Procedural and Interactive Strategising and the impact of internal context
on these practices has the potential to break down the ‘‘natural rhythms’’ or ‘‘habitual routines’’
that characterise the strategic involvement of many boards. These concepts refer to a mode of board
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operation that is overly influenced by past experiences.19 As an example, consider ‘‘strategy awaydays’’. These events are often a key element in normative recipes for board involvement in strategy
and are generally built into the board calendar at the same time each year. As such, they have the
potential to become organisational ‘‘rituals’’ that are perceived as important by the participants and
are carried out religiously but do not lead to meaningful strategic outcomes.20 However, an understanding of board level strategising as developed in this paper may lead to a very different pattern of
activity, one that aligns the purpose of the workshop with its design. For example, where Procedural
Strategising is dominant (Oversight type), a strategy workshop may be a minor event, held on-site
and prior to a normally scheduled board meeting. Alternatively, there may be no need at all for
a workshop. Conversely, where Interactive Strategising is dominant (Transformational type), strategy workshops may need to be held every two months in the initial stages of changing strategic direction and nested in a series of other events such as working party deliberations or stakeholder
meetings that contribute to these workshops.
Implications for further research
A number of implications for further research flow from this paper. First, we set out to explore
board level strategising through a Strategy as Practice lens. Our cases and our informants were chosen with this exploratory aim in mind. Hence, it is important that our findings be replicated in
a wider range of organisations and contexts as well as in jurisdictions other than Australia.
Second, we need to understand the impact on Procedural and Interactive Strategising of context
at multiple levels. How do higher-level external factors such as macro-economic change, industry
sector or industry turbulence affect the micro-level contextual factors and strategising activities
outlined in this paper? Similarly, what is the impact of higher-level internal factors such as prior
company performance, life cycle, and business complexity? In particular, how do these external
and internal factors interact? For example, in discussing implications for practitioners, we suggested that the high Interactive Strategising associated with the ‘‘Transformational’’ type may be
appropriate when environmental shocks occur. However, given this environmental turbulence
in a multi-business unit corporation, industry and company complexity may hinder the development of the interpretative legitimacy necessary for high Interactive Strategising and, as a result,
lead to a preference for Procedural Strategising. In this situation, the ‘‘Oversight’’ type may be
more appropriate.
A third area for further research involves the stability of Procedural and Interactive Strategising
over time. While this paper provides a platform for understanding board level strategising, its focus
is cross-sectional. It provides ‘‘windows’’ into strategising practices and their associated internal
context. A longitudinal analysis of how these strategising practices and internal context change
over time would significantly improve our understanding of this key board role.
Fourth, the involvement of practitioners other than directors and the senior management team
could be an important area for further study. For example, do consultants or middle managers contribute to board level strategising and, if so, how?21
Fifth, the qualitative descriptions of Procedural and Interactive Strategising outlined in this paper
could form the basis for the development of multiple item constructs to quantitatively measure
board strategising. These constructs could then be linked to strategic outcomes as the sixth area
for further research. Strategic management as a discipline is focused on ‘‘the philosopher’s stone
of superior organisational performance’’ as an outcome, usually measured in financial terms.22 Corporate governance research has followed a similar path, focusing on the attempt to establish a link
between structural governance aspects and financial measures of shareholders’ interests. However,
the Strategy as Practice perspective emphasises plurality in dependent variables, arguing that organisational performance needs to be considered at multiple levels and that a strategic outcome should
be some variable close to the phenomena under investigation rather than distant financial measures
likely to be confounded by other variables. Some examples of dependent variables or strategic outcomes that could be considered include overall board effectiveness, board effectiveness in the strategy role, board understanding of strategic issues, board-management strategic collaboration,
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development of strategic alternatives, as well as board effectiveness in strategy processes such as resource allocation, strategic change, planning or decision making. The significance of considering
such variables in future research lies not in the fact that they explain overall company performance
but rather that they enable an understanding of the components of that performance.

Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed calls in the literature for an improved understanding of board behaviour by taking a Strategy as Practice perspective on board strategising. More specifically, we have
described board level Procedural and Interactive Strategising as different but complementary, context-dependent practices. We have also outlined the micro-activities that characterise each of these
practices. In this way, we have developed a strategising framework and language that advances the
thinking underpinning the passive-active and shaping schools of thought on board involvement in
strategy. Furthermore, in developing a typology of board level strategising along with an understanding of how internal board-management context is associated with each type, we have taken
the initial steps towards a behavioural theory of board strategising. For directors and managers,
this paper provides an opportunity to recognise and actively reflect on how they ‘‘do’’ strategy,
on how they manage what is increasingly seen as their joint strategic responsibilities. For academics,
it provides a new platform for further research into board strategising.
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Appendix. Methodology
Phase I cases were chosen on the basis of (1) the likely information to be obtained from each;
(2) variation in organisational purpose and context such that findings on board level strategising
would be likely to be valid in a broader sense across organisations; and (3) interview access to
all directors and senior managers in each case in order to explore board level strategising as fully
as possible. Cases are summarised in Table 3. Fictitious names have been used to preserve confidentiality. In Phase II respondents were chosen for maximum variation in organisational purpose and
Table 3. Phase I cases

Organisation

Mission

Industry Sector

Size

Ownership Informants

Southern Jobs

For-profit

Business services

Medium

Private

Wholesome
For-profit
Foods
Mountain
For-profit
Finance
Coastal Money Not-for-profit

Agriculture and
Large
Food Manufacturing
Financial Services
Large
Financial Services

Medium

Better Way
For-profit
Healthcare
Trade Advisors Not-for-profit Business Services

Medium
Small

Publicly
listed
Mutual
society
Mutual
Society
Private
Private

Chairman, CEO, 3 NEDs, 1 ED
and 1 senior manager
Chairman, CEO, 8 NEDs and 2
senior managers
Chairman and 3 senior managers
Chairman, CEO, 6 NEDs and 1
senior manager
Chairman, CEO and 5 NEDs
Chairman, CEO, 5 NEDs and 1
senior manager

Organisation size classification was based on the EU definition: Small e fewer than 50 employees. Medium e 50 to 250
employees. Large e more than 250 employees.
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Table 4. Interviews by position

Phase

CEOs

I
II

6
15

Sub-Total

21

EDs/Senior Managers

NEDs

Chairmen

Total

9
2

26
-

6
-

47
17

11

26

6

64

context. Interviews continued in Phase II until we considered saturation had been reached. A summary of the interviews by position, sector and organisation size is provided in Tables 4e6.
Existing literature indicates some overlap in perspectives on board roles, especially between strategy and control, strategy and service/advice, strategy and access to resources. Recognising this point,
the interview guide explored four key areas e strategy, control, service and advice to management
and access to external knowledge, institutions and resources. The interview guide also explored the
contribution of management as well as the impact of internal and external contextual factors on
these four areas. Questions were open-ended and respondents were encouraged to enter into a dialogue such that they responded to the broad line of questioning in their own terms. In particular,
current strategising activities were discussed and, where relevant, respondents were probed on prior
approaches over the past one to two years. Interviews took between one and a half and two hours.
To enhance reliability, each interview was attended by two researchers. Given the confidential nature of the discussions, interviews were not taped. However, detailed notes were taken by each researcher and immediately after each interview these notes were compared, merged and transcribed.
With each of the six cases, our findings were presented back to directors and senior managers in
a workshop for validation and/or modification. With each interview in Phase II, complete notes
were sent back to the interviewees for verification.
Data analysis relied on the Grounded Theory Method. Interview transcripts were reviewed sentence by sentence. Coding reliability was established by using two coders in the early stages. We
began with axial coding, using Jarzabkowski’s description of Procedural and Interactive Strategising
as sensitising concepts or organising themes to establish two broad categories in the data. Next, we
used open coding to analyse, reconceptualise and sub-categorise the properties, events and contextual conditions associated with each category. This led to a new round of axial coding but this time,
at the sub-category level. In effect we iterated between open and axial coding many times over a period of months. As data analysis progressed, a more complete picture of the initial organising
themes began to emerge. Iteration with the Strategy as Practice literature was used to validate
this emerging picture and further develop our understanding of the board level micro-activities
that comprise Procedural and Interactive Strategising and of the contextual factors associated
with these practices. Coding was assisted by the use of a proprietary software package.
While we recognised the potential value that in-vivo observation could have added to this research, we nevertheless eliminated this approach to data collection on two bases. First, we were concerned that access and confidentiality issues would be a significant problem. Second, we recognised
that the resources required in terms of researcher time to observe board-management strategic
Table 5. Interviews by sector

Phase

For Profit)

Not for Profit

Government- Owned Corporations

Total

I
II

26
8

21
4

5

47
17

Sub-Total

34

25

5

64

)

14 of the 34 interviews in the for-profit sector covered publicly-listed organisations.
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Table 6. Interviews by organisation size)

Phase
I
II
Sub-Total
)

Small

Medium

Large

Total

8
8

23
6

16
3

47
17

16

29

19

64

EU definitions: Small e fewer than 50 employees. Medium e 50 to 250 employees. Large e more than 250 employees.

engagement, at a formal and informal level, at board meetings, strategy workshops and other possible occasions, and for multiple cases meant that this approach would only be possible with a very
limited sample. In other words, we considered the breadth of data achievable through interviewbased inquiry with all directors and senior managers in a range of organisations was more important to the research questions than the depth of data achievable through observation methodology
in one or two organisations.
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